Clinton Camp Denies She's Ready to Concede

Campaign issues strong denial after AP reports Hillary's ready to acknowledge her rival can stake claim to Dem nomination

Strange Bedfellows in Crime Fight

City of Miami funding, teaming up with group aligned with Nation of Islam in controversial civilian patrol effort

The New Club Drug: Preparation H?

Topical medication used to treat hemorrhoids catching fire as the latest 'drug' to hit the New York City club scene
Meet the $5,000 phone
Dior develops an ultra-high end cell phone for those with the urge to splurge.

Its most unique feature
$10 call Steek phone for boomers
New Hello Find 3G Phone news

New details surface on the $5,000 cell phone
Clinton's assistant & Kimbo stir things up
NHL fan ejected for octopus, sneaks back in
Man drops lots of cash from plane
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From the Blogs

1. Altruism In Insect Colonies A Family Issue
2. Soil Bacteria For Antibiotics Gets A Second Look
4. The Platypus, evolution, and why Piattelli-Palmarini is wrong
5. Junk DNA and the Onion Test
6. Genetic Mutation For Quadrapedality Gets Closer
7. Prenatal Biochemical Screening Only Detects Half Of Chromosomal Abnormalities

Life's Little Mysteries

- What Does 'Fast Metabolism' Mean? Metabolism refers to the calories the body uses at rest.
- What is a Theory? The word theory is frequently misused and misunderstood when applied to a ...
- Can Animals Predict Earthquakes? Hours before China's worst earthquake in three decades, animals at a local ...

Reverse Mortgages & You
Evaluate & calculate. Does it make sense for you? Info also on DVD!
NewRetirement.com/Reverse-Mortgages

"Whiter Teeth in 8 Days?"
7 Teeth Whitening Products Tested, Rated, & Reviewed. A Must Read!
www.Best-Teeth-Whitening.com
Humans can see into the future, says a cognitive scientist. It's nothing like the alleged predictive powers of Nostradamus, but we do get a glimpse of events one-tenth of a second before they occur.

And the mechanism behind that can also explain why we are tricked by optical illusions.

Researcher Mark Changizi of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York says it starts with a neural lag that most everyone experiences while awake. When light hits your retina, about one-tenth of a second goes by before the brain translates the signal into a visual perception of the world.

Scientists already knew about the lag, yet they have debated over exactly how we compensate, with one school of thought proposing our motor system somehow modifies our movements to offset the delay.

Changizi now says it’s our visual system that has evolved to compensate for neural delays, generating images of what will occur one-tenth of a second into the future. That foresight keeps our view of the world in the present. It gives you enough heads up to catch a fly ball (instead of getting socked in the face) and maneuver smoothly through a crowd. His research on this topic is detailed in the May/June issue of the journal Cognitive Science.

Explaining illusions

That same seer ability can explain a range of optical illusions, Changizi found.

"Illusions occur when our brains attempt to perceive the future, and those perceptions don't match reality," Changizi said.

Here's how the foresight theory could explain the most common visual illusions — geometric illusions that involve shapes: Something called the Hering illusion, for instance, looks like bike spokes around a central point, with vertical lines on either side of this central, so-called vanishing point. The illusion tricks us into thinking we are moving forward, and thus, switches on our future-perceiving abilities. Since we aren't actually moving and the figure is static, we misperceive the straight lines as curved ones.

"Evolution has seen to it that geometric drawings like this elicit a response in the prefrontal region of the near future," Changizi said. "The converging lines toward a vanishing point (the spokes) are cues that trick our brains into thinking we are moving forward — as we would in the real world, where the door frame (a pair of vertical lines) seems to bow out as we move through it — and we try to perceive what that world will look like in the next instant."

Grand unified theory

In real life, when you are moving forward, it's not just the shape of objects that changes, he explained. Other variables, such as the angular size (how much of your visual field the object takes up), speed and contrast between the object and background, will also change.

For instance, if two objects are about the same distance in front of you, and you move toward one of the objects, that object will speed up more in the next moment, appear larger, have lower contrast (because something that is moving faster gets more blurred), and literally get nearer to you compared with the other object.

Changizi realized the same future-seeing process could explain several other types of illusions. In what he refers to as a "grand unified theory," Changizi organized 50 kinds of illusions into a matrix of 28 categories. The results can successfully predict how certain variables, such as proximity to the central point or size, will be perceived.

Changizi says that finding a theory that works for so many different classes of illusions is "a theoretist's dream."

Most other ideas put forth to explain illusions have explained one or just a few types, he said. The theory is "a big new player in the debate about the origins of illusions," Changizi told LiveScience. "All I'm hoping for is that it becomes a giant gorilla on the block that can take some punches."
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Mother side-blotched lizards know best when it comes to color patterns in ...
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